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Review merge requests in Slack
to merge code faster

Improve your code review process by creating an ephemeral
channel per merge request.

Add to Slack
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Review merge requests up to
50% faster
Axolo helps teams merge pull requests faster, increasing productivity. No
more worrying about stale pull requests or losing track of colleagues' work.

Axolo has made it easier to hold
developers and QA engineers
accountable for reviewing and
merging pull requests. Our
average PR time-to-merge was
2.40 days before Axolo, this has
been reduced to 1.51 days after
only using it for 2 weeks.

Dan



Director of Infrastructure



Old way

Axolo way

1 MR = 1 channel
Axolo centralizes the whole merge request conversation inside an
ephemeral Slack channel.



What are the benefits
of the 2-way sync?
End context-switching
Handle code reviews from your Slack channels. Every comment
from GitLab will be sent to Slack and vice versa. Axolo integrates
with your favorite tools and keeps the context in your channels.
Connect Axolo to Jira, Sentry, and all your GitLab applications.

Document code review
conversations
A single source of truth saves time and energy. Everything
that is said is saved everywhere, every time.



Improve your codebase
Axolo increases engagement in code reviews, which
translates into better code quality.



Some of our key
features
Daily merge request reminder
Decide when you want your team to be reminded about stale merge
requests. Axolo sends daily notifications only if the merge request
was not recently reviewed.



MR CI/CD and pipelines in
Slack
Passively receive updates for your CI/CD inside your Slack channels.
Axolo will notify you if there is a conflict, or if some CI/CD pipelines
don’t go through.



PR recap for efficient stand-
ups
Set up Axolo to send daily MR recaps to specific channels to organize
your stand-ups. Use these recaps to keep your team in the loop and
accountable.



Know what your team is
working on
With team-specific notifications, Axolo will send new merge request
notifications in team channels and react upon the status of the MR
(draft, awaiting review, work in progress, mergeable, ...). Automate
your process of sending new MRs to your team.



Stay in flow with code review
times
Organize your time with code review time slots and let Axolo notifies
you only when you're available. Save your development sessions
from distractions and stay focused while you code.



Ready to dive in?
Sign up for free.

Sign up See all features

Loved by engineering leaders
and developers

Proud to be working with high-performing engineering teams

4.9/5 star review on G2

Code quality has improved, engineers have a better understanding of what their
colleagues are working on, and code is getting shipped much faster. Time from pull
request open to review to merge is WAY faster, and engagement with reviews is
much higher for our team. Axolo's team is also unbelievably fast in resolving issues
when we run into them. Pleasure to work with them.

Tyler
CTO, Sproutfi
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On a mission to boost engineers' productivity.Created by developers, for developers.
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